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Many procedures with varying degrees of accuracy, depending 
on the mathematical models chosen, have been developed for the 
free-vibration analysis of elastic framed structures. This 
bulletin is concerned with an assessment of these procedures, 
with the view to determining the mathematical model which best 
satisfies the dual practical requirements of accuracy and 
efficiency of computation. To this end, the relevant 
literature is reviewed, and representative methods are 
programmed for solution by digital computer. The results 
yielded by the different methods for a series of typical frames 
are then compared.
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION
Interest in the problems associated with the analysis and 
design of structures for dynamic loads has been increasing over 
the years. This has been stimulated by the rapid advances 
made possible by the advent of the digital computer in the 
field of structural engineering.
There are a number of design situations in which the 
effects of dynamic disturbances must be considered. Included 
among these are :
(i) The aseismic design of buildings, where the dynamic 
disturbance takes the form of foundation movement 
during an earthquake;
(ii) The design of structures to resist suddenly applied 
forces, such as wind gust, or the air blast produced by 
the explosion of a military weapon;
(iii) The design of bridges, or even crane girders, to with­
stand the dynamic effects associated with moving loads.
Many procedures have been developed for the dynamic analysis 
of elastic framed structures. Since a knowledge of free- 
vibration characteristics provides a most convenient basis for 
the study of dynamic response and loading under general transient 
forces, much of the associated work is related to the
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FIG-1. MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR METHODS OF ANALYSIS
. 2.
determination of natural frequencies and modes. Usually this 
involves extensive numerical computation-, and various 
assumptions have been introduced to simplify the analysis.
The most significant assumptions are concerned with the 
distribution of the mass of the structure, and with the 
comparative stiffness of the floor girders. In terms of these 
assumptions, all methods of analysis may be grouped broadly 
into three main categories
(i) "Exact" methods : Mass of all members assumed 
uniformly distributed; stiffness of all members 
assumed finite.
(ii) "Lumped Mass, Flexible Girder" methods: Mass of 
structure assumed lumped at floor levels; stiffness 
of all members assumed finite.
(iii) "Shear Building" methods : Mass of structure assumed 
lumped at floor levels; floor girders assumed 
infinitely rigid.
The mathematical models corresponding to each of these 
methods are illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 1.
3.
SECTION 2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 EXACT METHODS
The basic equations for free vibration of slender, elastic
beams are well known, and are adequately covered in most
1 2  3 ktextbooks on structural dynamics ’ ’ ’ . Applied to frames, 
the analysis involves the solution of a system of trans­
cendental equations describing the shape function for the
c ^
various members ’ . With the exception of very simple frames, 
however, a direct solution is extremely difficult to obtain.
7Most authors regard the work of Hohenemser and Prager as 
being the starting point in the necessary development of 
simplified techniques. Their approach was allied to the 
slope-deflection method for static loading, but was similarly 
limited in so far as it required the solution of large systems 
of simultaneous equations.
After the introduction and subsequent development of 
relaxation-type procedures for the static analysis of continuous 
beams and frames, it was not long before these methods were
8being extended to the solution of dynamic problems. Gaskell 
provided the beginning of this extension by adapting both the
9moment-balancing method of Hardy Cross and Grinter's method of 
balancing angle changes'^ to the analysis of a rectangular 
portal subjected to a central dynamic load. To facilitate
the work, use was made of the tabulated values of various 
functions presented by Hohenemser and Prager.
An important limitation of the dynamic moment-balancing 
procedure is that convergence can be assured only for 
frequencies of vibration (co) which are smaller than the first 
natural frequency (odx) of the structure. Hence the method is 
not, in general, suitable for obtaining natural frequencies, 
unless the fundamental value, only, is required11. With 
regard to the method of balancing angle changes, convergence 
may not always occur even when o> < <%.
The concept of dynamic moment-balancing has been utilized
12 13by Veletsos and Newmark in setting up the basic equations
for a numerical procedure which is equally applicable to
frames as to continuous beams. The solution involves a trial
lig­and error routine based on a technique used by Holzer for
treating torsional vibrations. There is no restriction on
the number of natural frequencies that may be obtained.
A new phase in the development of analysis techniques came 
with the application of digital computers in the solution of 
structural engineering problems and the subsequent introduction 
of matrix methods.
The formulation of transfer matrices and their use in a 
variety of structural and mechanical problems has been studied
5.
«
extensively by Pestel and Leckie1'*. Applied to vibration 
analysis, the transfer matrix technique is limited by numerical 
difficulties encountered when dealing with the higher modes.
This problem may be solved, however, by the use of the so-called 
delta matrix concept outlined by Marguerre1 .̂
More recent developments have been concerned with the
formulation of dynamic stiffness and flexibility matrix methods.
A stiffness (displacement) method has been presented by
17Burch in which the expression for the frame stiffness matrix
is obtained manually, thus requiring a separate programme for
the solution of each particular frame. Laursen, Shubinski
18and Clough have overcome this disadvantage by synthesizing
the dynamic stiffness matrix by means of a generalized
19 20 21procedure adapted from the static counterpart ’ ’ . Added
advantage is achieved by employing a more logical criterion for
the natural frequencies. On the other hand, a type of
flexibility (force) approach, involving a large number of
matrix manipulations, has been developed by Levien and 
22Hartz . It is evident that the stiffness method is more 
straightforward, involving less computer storage and time, and 
is therefore preferable.
2.2 LUMPED MASS, FLEXIBLE GIRDER METHODS
In general, the development of procedures using the lumped 
mass approximation has been similar to that of the more classical 
approach outlined in Section 2.1.
Among the first to use this assumption in the dynamic
23analysis of building frames was Goldberg , who developed a 
numerical procedure for the determination of the fundamental 
period only. The deflection curve is first calculated by a 
process of successive converging approximations using simplified 
slope-deflection formulae. These equations are derived through 
the introduction of the additional assumption that the 
rotations of the individual joints at a given level are equal. 
Having determined the deflection curve of the vibrating frame, 
the period is obtained using energy methods. The method is 
quite laborious.
Some 20 years later, a revised procedure was formulated
2kby Goldberg, Bogdanoff and Moh for the determination of the 
higher modes and frequencies, retaining the simplified slope- 
deflection equations as the basis of the analysis. A trial 
and error process is used in which, for each trial frequency, 
the displacement at the base corresponding to an assumed 
displacement at the top floor level is computed using a step- 
by-step numerical procedure. Natural frequencies are defined 
by zero base displacements.
With regard to matrix methods, it is important to note that 
when the lumped mass approximation is made., the stiffness or 
flexibility matrix used in the dynamic analysis is a static 
property of the structure. Hence, existing procedures for 
static analysis of frames have been utilized by various authors 
in the development of methods for the determination of 
natural frequencies.
25Schenker employs a stiffness matrix formulated by 
moment-distribution methods in his analysis of a 3-bay, 3- 
storey frame. Results are compared for two cases :
(a) No restriction on joint rotation (flexible girder 
assumption),
(b) No joint rotation takes place (shear building assumption).
Rubinstein and Hurty have studied the effects of joint 
rotation in more detail with reference to a typical 19-storey 
building. In addition to the extreme cases considered by 
Schenker, two intermediate assumptions were also tested :
(c) *A11 joints within a floor (for all frames) undergo an 
equal rotation,
(d) *A11 joints of a given type frame within a floor undergo
25an equal rotation (as proposed by Goldberg ).
*Letters do not correspond to those used by Rubinstein and Hurty.
Whereas the no joint rotation assumption gives deviations in the 
order of 100$ for the lower frequencies, cases (c) and (d) 
yield very satisfactory results, with only 5$ to &ta discrepancy.
All the methods reviewed so far have neglected the effects
of axial deformation in the columns. This assumption is
reasonable provided the height-to-width ratio of the building
is not high. With tall slender buildings, however, errors
may become more pronounced. Such a building has been studied 
27by Rubinstein . The natural modes and periods are computed 
with columns free to undergo axial deformation as well as 
restricted against it. In both cases no restriction is placed 
on joint rotation. On this basis it is found that the 
assumption of no column axial deformation gives a trivial 9$ 
error in the fundamental period.
2.3 SHEAR BUILDING METHODS
Reference has already been made to procedures within this
category where used in conjunction with a lumped mass, flexible
girder approach. The literature reviewed hereunder is concerned
solely with shear buildings, the basic assumptions for which
28appear to have been first proposed by White
One of the first subsequent treatments of a shear building
29was carried out by Salvadori . The elastic stresses due to 
earthquake displacement of its foundation are determined using
8. •
normal modes and numerical integration. The rocking of the 
building on an elastic soil and the influence of internal damping 
are taken into account. Results are compared with those 
obtained assuming a cantilever shear beam.
In discussing the previous paper, Blume^ has shown how 
simple energy methods may be used to determine a value for the 
fundamental frequency, having less than 1# error from Salvadori's 
more rigorous solution, but involving far less work.
31 32 33Energy methods have also been used by Ifrim ’ ’ to 
determine approximate generalised expressions for the fundamental
34frequency. An upper limit is obtained using Rayleigh's method 
and considering each of the following assumptions for the first 
normal mode :
(a) The dynamic displacement coincides with the deformation due 
to statically applied floor loads in the lateral direction;
(b) The dynamic displacement may be considered to have a
linear variation.
35Dunkerley's procedure is used to obtain a lower limit.
An iteration method based on the inverse stiffness matrix 
(flexibility matrix) has been developed by Pei^ in which the 
fundamental (and most important) frequency is obtained as the 
first result. This is in contrast to the usual matrix-iteration 
method^ which yields the highest frequency first. The most
9V.
«
significant feature of Pei's contribution is, however, the 
provision of a general formula for obtaining the inverse of 
the stiffness matrix for shear buildings.
Many other authors have contributed to the literature on 
dynamics of shear buildings. Of particular value has been 
the extensive and varied research carried out over a period of 
some 25 years in relation to the 15-storey Alexander Building 




SECTION 3. COMPARISON OF REPRESENTATIVE 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS
3.1 GENERAL
In developing representative methods of analysis for the 
three categories described in Section 2, generalised matrix 
procedures are employed. Further, the stiffness (displacement) 
approach has been adopted as being generally more suitable than 
the flexibility (force) approach. When the lumped mass 
assumption is made, the comparison is the same as for the 
static case, where the advantage of the stiffness approach 
arises from the fact that there is only one possible restrained 
structure, and that the effects of unit displacements are 
localized.
All methods have been programmed for solution on the 
IBM 1620 computer at Wollongong University College. The 
computer is a 60 K card system which includes four magnetic 
tape units. Programmes generally have been written in 
accordance with the FAP (Fortran Assembly Programme) system, 
developed by the Australian Atomic Energy Commission specifically 
for this computer, in preference to FORTRAN II. The FAP 
processor accepts SPS statements in addition to basic FORTRAN. 
Most of the features of FORTRAN II are incorporated in the 
system, with a few notable variations :
(a) FAP can be used as a Load and Go system if desired. Thus 
an object deck need not be produced every time the source 
programme is processed during the testing stage.
(b) The accuracy of the FAP system is fixed at eight digits 
for floating point numbers and five digits for integers.
In FORTRAN II a greater accuracy may be specified (using 
more storage) if required.
(c) FORMAT is optional for FAP input/output statements. The 
use of free format (as in FORTRAN i) is particularly 
convenient for input data.
(d) Subprogrammes may not be used in FAP.
Further details of minor variations are contained in the FAP
39Programming Manual
3.2 OUTLINE OF METHODS USED
The methods to be compared are developed in details in
Appendix A. They are described briefly hereunder.
Exact Method
This approach is similar to that used by Laursen, Shubinski
and Clough‘S.
Essentially, the procedure consists of first obtaining the
dynamic stiffness matrices of the unassembled members.
12.
13.
Then a single matrix [k̂ ] is formed as a diagonal matrix of
submatrices [k,1 . This is different from the static equivalent d m
in that it is a function of the frequency of vibration,
Subsequently the dynamic stiffness matrix [K ] for the complete
19 20 21frame is synthesized exactly as in the static analysis ' ’ 
using the displacement transformation matrix [t]. Finally the 
equations of motion for free lateral vibration are written, 
from which the criterion for a natural frequency is obtained as
Det K - d2 ru* d = 0,
where [m*] = diagonal mass matrix,
and cd = circular frequency of vibration (rad./sec).
Since the [K̂ ] matrix is a function of the frequency, a trial 
and error process must be used for the solution.
Lumped Mass, Flexible Girder Approach
Using the lumped mass approximation, the frame is assumed to 
consist of massless members, so that the stiffness matrix [K] is 
that for the static case. For free undamped vibration in the 
lateral direction, only horizontal inertial forces result, and 
all inertial moments at the joints are zero. Advantage is 
taken of this fact to condense [K] into the form of a reduced 
stiffness matrix [K*] having an order equal to the number of 
floor levels (or corresponding lumped masses).
The resulting criterion for a natural frequency is obtained
14. •
as
Det D - CD8 I = 0,
where [D] = [m] 1 [K*] ,
and [i] = unit matrix.
Since [D] is independent of the frequency, a standard 
eigenvalue procedure may be employed to obtain a direct solution 
for the natural frequencies.
It should be noted that no restriction whatsoever is placed 
on joint rotation in this method.
Shear Building Approach
Rather than formulate a separate method for the rigid girder 
assumption, it is convenient to utilize the more general lumped 
mass approach described previously. When it is considered that 
no joint rotation takes place, the stiffness matrix is 
automatically reduced to the same order as [K*]. Thereafter 
the two methods are identical.
3-3 COMPUTER PROGRAMMES
The programmes contained in Appendix B are written for the 
solution of single-bay frames, up to and including five stories 
high, or the equivalent in terms of number of members and number
of joint displacements. They are developed similarly, -where 
applicable, and require basically the same input. Efficiency 
has been a major consideration in regard to both storage and 
computation time.
Programme 1. Exact Method of Analysis
The input for this programme consists of :
(a) The number of members, number of horizontal loads (or 
corresponding displacements), and number of joint 
moments (or corresponding rotations).
(b) The mark number*, modulus of elasticity, moment of inertia, 
length, and mass per unit length for each member.
(c) The location and value of the non-zero elements of the 
displacement transformation matrix (refer Appendix C 
for typical example).
(d) The total mass for each floor girder, including any 
superimposed dead load.
It will be noticed that the data required in (a) and (c) are 
common for any given type of frame.
Trial values of frequency (to) are entered at the console 
typewriter, and corresponding values for the determinant
* A different mark number is required for each member except 




Kd “ ^ m*| are subsequently produced. The determinant 
evaluation routine employs pivotal condensation to give good 
accuracy regardless of the initial layout of elements.
Finally, natural frequencies are found where the determinant 
changes sign. This process is facilitated by plotting results 
as they are obtained. While any number of natural frequencies 
may be obtained for a distributed mass system, generally the 
first few only are significant.
Programme 2. Lumped Mass Approach
Owing to storage difficulties, this programme is written 
in two parts. Phase 1 is concerned with the calculation of the 
[D] matrix, while the solution for the natural frequencies is 
contained in Phase 2.
The input for Phase 1 is the same as for the exact method 
of analysis, with the following exceptions :
(a) The mass per unit length of members is not required.
(b) The quantities used in the mass matrix are the lumped floor 
masses.
Sense switch settings allow the use of either a flexible 
girder approach, with no restriction on joint rotation, or a 
shear building assumption.
The matrix inversion routine used here, in the production 
of the reduced stiffness matrix [K*] in the flexible girder 
approach, and elsewhere, is based on the partitioning method
Uorecommended by Gennaro . The inverse matrix elements replace 
the original elements during the inversion process, thus 
conserving storage.
Two versions of Phase 2 are given. Version 1 is limited
to the analysis of frames with equal floor masses only. It is
basically an eigenvalue routine for a symmetric matrix using
Jacobi's method adapted, after necessary correction, from an
I|_1IBM 1620 library programme . The alternative version allows
solution of the more general case in which unequal floor masses
are involved, and the determination of eigenvalues of a non-
symmetric matrix is required. This is achieved by first
calculating the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial
k2using the method of A. N. Krylov, as presented by Faddeeva , 
and then obtaining the roots by Newton-Raphson's method and so- 
called synthetic division. In order to maintain good 
accuracy, double precision FORTRAN II is used.
The input to both versions of Phase 2 is obtained as the 
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FIG.2. 3-STOREY EXAMPLE FRAME -  LAURSEN £T AL
21
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FIG. 3. 2- AMD 1-STOREY MODEL FRAMES -  LEVIEN & HARTZ
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3. h PROGRAMME CHECKS AND COMMENTS 
Programme 1.
As a first check, the programme was used to analyse the
3-storey frame included as an example by Laursen, Shubinski
18and Clough and shown in Fig. 2. The case of no superimposed 
load was tested only. However, the results obtained were 
significantly different from those published.
On checking back through the development of the method 
used by Laursen et al, it was found to be erroneous, in that 
the sign convention associated with one of the unit displacements 
is inconsistent with the theory (refer Appendix D)*. In order 
to verify whether this was in fact the source of the variation 
in results, a second set of calculations were made using the 
same programme, but altering the sign of the appropriate elements 
in the [t] matrix to give the same effect as the error. This 
time the published results were obtained, within the accuracy 
of the available data.
An independent check was achieved by employing both
procedures in the analysis of the model frames shown in Fig. 3**,
for which comparative results have been established by Lou^
IT(single-storey frame only), Burch , and Levien and
* Advice of this error has been acknowledged by the authors
** Owing to the very small values for the model frame properties, 
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«  (rad./sec.)
2A 3A 4A 5A
1 8.423 6.024 4.787 4.032
2 28.16 19.47 15.02 12.38






2C 3C 4C 5C
1 12.74 9.951 8.318 7.237
2 31.66 25.63 21.68 18.91
3 38.17 33.09 29.44
4 43.12 38.37
5 47.53
Shear Building Method 
FIG.4. 2 - TO 5-ST0REY EXAMPLE FRAMES -  HOUSNER 1 BRADY
Hartz *. Since these are expressed in cycles per second, the 
natural circular frequencies given by Programme 1 must be
CDconverted, using the relationship f = .
For the 2-storey frame, quite different values are obtained 
for the first two natural frequencies when the modified [t] 
matrix, corresponding to the Laur- et al method, is used.
The correct method, on the other hand, gives good agreement 
with the known results. It is interesting to note that in the 
case of the single-storey frame, both procedures give identical 
solutions.
A full comparison of results is shown in Table I.
Programme 2
1+5Results obtained by Housner and Brady served to verify 
those components applicable to equal floor masses. When the 
lumped mass approximation is made, it is possible to determine 
as many natural frequencies as there are floor levels. Check 
calculations were made for all modes of the 2- to 5-storey 
example frames shown in Fig. k using
(a) Flexible girder approach (Case A frames);
(b) Shear building method (Case C frames).
*The properties specified by Levien and Hartz for the 2-storey 
frame are incorrect. The statement that members are all 
identical (i = 6.88 x 10~5 in.4) should read that columns and 
girders have different moments of inertia (ic = 6.866 x 10 5 in. , 
Ig = 13.732 x 10~5 in.4), as presented by Burch^ Advice of 












co(rad/ sec) cjj( rad/sec) cd( rad/ sec)
3-storey 1 53.7 53.8 32.7
frame 2 110.0 110.1 102.2 -
(Fig. 2) 3 126.9 127.1 192.8
f(c.p.s) f(c.p.s.) f (c ■ p • s.)
2-storey 1 19.2 16.3 16.5
frame 2 - 44.8 50.0 50
(Fig.3) 3 120.8 120.8 120
f (c . p. s. ) f(c.p.s.) f(c.p.s.)
1-storey 1 30.9 30.9 31
frame 2 - 122.0 122.0 122
(Fig. 3) 3 199.1 199.1 199
TABLE I. CHECK RESULTS FOR PROGRAMME 1
50 p.s.f.
25 Sent Spacing
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2 & 3 2364.3 360
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p(K. tec .V in .2)
Unloaded Loaded
ASB 120 30x103 491.91 240.0 9.7050x10”® 441.04x10”*
ASB 113 3 0x10 3 204.80 144 .0 8.6266x10*® 94.893x10“*
ASB 114 30x103 280.69 144 .0 11.862x10“* 98.128x10"*














FIG. 6. I -  TO 3-STOREY FRAMES USED FOR COMPARISON 
OF METHODS OF ANALYSIS
Solutions for the natural frequencies were produced using both 
versions of Phase 2. On conversion to cycles per second, all 
results were identical to those published, correct to four 
significant figures.
With reference to frames having unequal floor masses, check
46results were obtained for example frames discussed by Biggs , 
as shown in Fig. 5, with exact agreement.
3-5 COMPARISON OF RESULTS FOR COMMON SOURCE OF DATA
In assessing the relative suitability of the programmed 
methods of analysis, it is desirable to compare the solutions 
given by the different procedures for a common source of data.
To this end, the 1- to 3-storey frames shown in Fig. 6 have 
been analysed for both the unloaded and loaded conditions. The 
resulting frequencies are presented in Table II.
It is observed that the lumped mass, flexible girder approach 
gives good agreement with the exact method, particularly for the 
more realistic cases in which the frames are loaded. Here the 
deviations are less than those normally contained in the 
estimated values for the loads. Moreover, further inspection 
shows that deviations tend to become smaller with an increasing 
number of storeys.
In the case of the shear building method, however, quite 




















Unloaded 1 109.4 102.7 -6.156 117.6 +7-5$
Loaded 1 18.10 17.75 -1-9% 20.33 +12.356
2-Storey Frame
Unloaded 1 58.97 57.78 -2.036 77.49 +3 1.4$
2 176.9 159.3 -9.91c 174.2 -1.556
1 10.36 10.30 -0.6% 13-93 +34.5i
Loaded
2 31.74 30.71 -3.2% 33.31 +4.956
3-Storey Frame
1 39.14 38.76 -l.Ojt 57.50 +4 6.9/0
Unloaded 2 117.7 111.7 -5.1# 138,6 +17.836
3 209.6 184.4 -12.056 196.1 -6.456
1 7.184 7.169 -O.256 10.71 +49.1$
Loaded 2 22.10 21.74 -I.636 26.92 +21.836
3 39-32 37.83 -3.836 39-99 + }—1
TABLE II. NATURAL FREQUENCIES FOR F P . 7 OF FIG. 6
23.
most pronounced in the values for fundamental frequency, and 
appear to increase with an increasing number of storeys. Since 
variations are much smaller for the higher modes, it may be 
concluded that the effect of joint rotation diminishes in these 
frequencies. This point is borne out by the results obtained 
for a 19-storey building by Rubinstein and Hurty
It is interesting to note that the erroneous procedure used 
18by Laursen et al brought about the opposite effect. They 
concluded "that although the lumped mass (infinitely stiff 
girder) results are in good agreement with the more exact 
results for the lowest frequency, higher frequencies obtained 
for the lumped mass idealization cannot be relied upon".
Finally, when consideration is given to the tedious method 
of solution of the exact approach, and bearing in mind the 
importance of the fundamental frequency, it is evident that the 
lumped mass, flexible girder method best satisfies the dual 
practical requirements of accuracy and efficiency of 
computation.
SECTION b . CONCLUSIONS
(i) Representative methods of the main categories of procedures 
for the free-vibration analysis of elastic framed structures
have been programmed for solution by digital computer, and check 
results obtained using appropriate examples from the literature.
(ii) It is shown that the method used by Laursen et al for the 
exact analysis of frames is in error, and that the correct 
procedure gives appreciably different results.
(iii) Solutions given by the various programmed methods for 
common sources of data have been compared. It is concluded that 
the lumped mass, flexible girder approach is the most efficient 
method consistent with accuracy.
2b.
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APPENDIX A. DEVELOPMENT OF GENERALIZED 
METHODS OF ANALYSIS
A1. EXACT METHOD
Free Vibration of a Slender, Elastic Beam
The differential equation of motion for the transverse vibration 
of a uniform, inextensible beam, neglecting the effects of shear 
deformations and rotational inertia, may be obtained as
EI + ^  = p(x,t), (ai)
5x4 ^t2
where El = flexural rigidity,
(i = mass per unit length, 
y(x,t) = deflection, and
p(x,t) = intensity of external dynamic load.
In any normal mode, by definition,
P (x, t) = 0,
and therefore in such a case the above equation reduces to
BI „ E l m 0 . (JS2)
3x4 St2
Further, since a normal mode is one in which all points on 
the beam vibrate in phase with one another, the deflection may be 
represented as
y(x,t) = ®(x) F(t), (A3)
where $(x) = characteristic shape function,
and F(t) = time function, of the beam.
32.
Hence
=  » ( x )  i L  F ( t ) ,
St2 dt2
and N4 4
i i  = P(t) a _ » w .
<5x4 dx4
Substitution of these expressions into Eq. (A2) yields
El F(t) —  ®(x) + u ®(x) —  F(t) = 0, 
dx4 dt2
El d^_ ®(x) df_ F(t)
.„ dx4 = - dt2____  . , . >
M- $(x) F(t) (Ah)
In this equation, since the left side varies only with x and 
the right side only with t, each must be equal to a constant, 
which for convenience will be taken as oj2. Thus it is possible 
to write the two uncoupled equations
(a) -—  F(t) + cd2 F(t) = 0, and (A5) 
dt2
(b) -—  ®(x) - <£(x) = 0. 
dx4 EI
The solution of the first of these is
F(t) = Ci sin cut + C2 cos <ut, (A6)
which merely indicates that the time function is harmonic with 







2 i ^ T 7
'i
33.
The solution for the shape function is
$(x) = A cosh ax + B sinh ax + C cos ax + D sin ax, (A7)
where a4 = —gy- . (AS)El
Dynamic Member Stiffness Matrix
At any instant, the deflection curve is represented to some 
scale by the shape function.
Let y(x) = Ai cosh ax + Bx sinh ax + Cx cos ax + Dx sin ax 
0(x) = y'(x)
= a(Ai sinh ax + Bi cosh ax - Ci sin ax + Di cos ax)
M(x) = El y"(x) (A9)
= El a2(Ai cosh ax + Bi sinh ax - Ci cos ax - Di sin ax)
S(x) = El y'"(x)
= El a3(Ai sinh ax + Bi cosh ax + Cx sin ax - Dx cos ax).
Sign conventions for terms in Eqs. (A9) are indicated in Fig. Al.
Now consider the arbitrary frame member of Fig. A2, for which
the end actions and deformations are shown. Adopting the notation
C = cosh ai, S = sinh ai, c = cos ai, and s = sin ai, the
boundary conditions are
-e. = e(o)
= a(Bx + Dx)
e. = e(i) j







y ( t )
= Ai C + Bi S + Ci c + Di s
M = M(0)
= El a2(Ai - Ci)
M. = M(i)J
= El a2(Ai C + Bi S - Ci c - Di s)
S. = S(0)
= El a2(Bi - Di)
-S. = S(i)0
= El a3(Ai S + Bi C + Ci s - Di c) 
Writing Eqs. (AlO) in matrix form,
9i I
e .
3< - > 
y,- I
yi 1 V J ✓
0 -a 0 -a ! A i
aS aC -as ac i1
1 0 1 0
< >
!
C S c s ! D i  
\  /
(All)
or symbolically,, {r}̂  = [w] {e}. (A12)
Likewise, Eqs. (All) may be written as
/----




1 0 -1 0
/
Ai
c s -c -s Bi
0 a 0 -a
<
Ci
-aS -aC -as ac Di
S,
or symbolically, {R} = [U] (e}.m
Premultiplying both sides of Eq. (A12) by [W] 1 gives
{e} = [W]'1 (r) , m
which on being substituted in Eq. (A13) yields
(R) = [U] [W]"1 (r) . m m
(A13)
(All*)
The quantity [U] [W]"1 in Eq. (Al̂ ) relates end actions
{r } to corresponding deformations {r} , and thus represents the m a m
dynamic member stiffness matrix [k,] , wherea m7
{R3 = [k,1 (r) . (A15)m L d m m ' '
In order to determine a general expression for [ k ^ t h e  
inverse of [W] is first found by the method of cofactors to be
a(Cs-Sc) -a(S-s) a2(l-Cc-Ss) a2(C-c) 1
1
2a2(l-Cc)
-a(l-Cc+Ss) a(C-c) a2(Cs+Sc) !(S+s)
-a(Cs-Sc) a(S-s) a2 (l-Cc+Ss) -a2(C-c)
-a(l-Cc-Ss) -a(C-c) -a2(Cs+Sc) a2(S+s)
36.
Premultiplication by [U] gives
[k ] - J S Ld m  “ 1-Cc
where
a =  a(Cs-Sc)
P = a2Ss 
V a* a3(Cs+Sc)
a -u -P P
-a a P -P
-P P r -T





The relation established by Eq. (A15) for an arbitrary member 
may be extended to include the entire frame so that
(A18)
where






combines the dynamic stiffness matrices of the n unassembled members.
Dynamic Frame Stiffness Matrix
For the assembled frame, the dynamic stiffness matrix [K̂ ] 
may be obtained exactly as for the static case using the expression










W  ■ ( y )
Action Vectorw ■ (-5)
FIG. A*
where the displacement transformation matrix [t] links member 
deformations {r} to the independent joint displacements {q} 
according to the compatibility equation
{r} = [t] {q}. (A21)
The significance of [K ] lies in the relationship
{Q} = [Kd] (q) , (A22)
in which {Q} denotes the external actions corresponding to 
joint displacements {q}.
Equilibrium Equations
Two equilibrium conditions must be satisfied :
(i) Sidesway forces must be in equilibrium,
(ii) Joint moments must be in equilibrium.
Consequently it is convenient to partition Eq. (A22) so that
{ - I - }  =  { - » - }  F i 8 - ■ (A 2 5 )
In the case of free vibration, the lateral forces comprise 
only the elastic reactions {H} induced by displacements >
and the inertia forces [m] fu) , where [m] represents a diagonal 
matrix of girder masses, including any superimposed dead load.
Hence the sidesway equilibrium equations may be expressed as 
(H) + [m] fu} = {0},
or [Kdn ! Kdi2 ] + M  & )  = {0} . (A2k)
37.
38.
For harmonic motion, the lateral accelerations Ou) are given by
Cu} = - 0?  (u), (A25)
■where to = natural circular frequency for particular mode. 
Substituting in Eq. (A24),
[Kdn;Kdi2]{*} - cu2 [m] {u} = {0} . (A26)
With regard to joint moments, the equilibrium equation for 
free vibration is simply 
{M} = {0},
or [Kd2x' Kd22] {0}. (A27)





Using the notation 
[m*] =
then Eq. (A28) becomes
[Kd] {q} - a ? [m*] {q} = {0},
or [K, - a)2 m*] {q} = {0}a
Natural Frequencies
For non-zero values of {q3 in Eq. (A29) ,
(A29)
then
Det K, - m* d = 0. (A30)
Since [K, ] is a function of co, a trial and error procedure is a
employed in the solution of Eq. (A30) to find the desired natural 
frequencies.

A2. LUMPED MASS APPROACH 
A2.1 FRAMES WITH FLEXIBLE GIRDERS
39.
Member Stiffness Matrix
Using the lumped mass approximation, the frame is assumed to 
consist of massless members, with the total mass of the structure 
concentrated in rigid lumps at the floor levels.
Hence, in the absence of inertial effects, the stiffness 
matrix for an arbitrary member will be the same as for the static 
case. If the end actions (R) and deformations {r) are definedw' inm
as before, then [k] is obtained by reference to Fig. Ak as
El
u 2 -2 i2 -61 61
-2 w 2 61 -6i
-6i 61 12 -12
6i -61 -12 12
(A31)
Frame Stiffness Matrix
Again, the stiffness matrix for the synthesized frame is 
given by
[K] = [tf [k] [t] , (A32)
where the terms have the same meaning as described for the exact 
method.
The corresponding action-displacement equation, in partitioned
form is
(A33)
Here it is convenient to determine a reduced stiffness matrix 
relating {H} and {u} only.
ho.
Noting that
{M} = {0} , 
expansion of Eq. (A33) gives
(H) = [Kh 3 {u} + [Kl2] {0} , (A3U)
and (o) = [K21] {u} + [K22] • (A35)
From Eq. (A35)>
[K22 ] = " [̂ 213 {u) .
Then premultiply both sides by [K22] 1 to yield
{6} = - [K22]-1 [K21] (u ) . (A36)
Substitution of Eq. (A36) in Eq. (A jh ) gives 
{H} = [Kxi - Ki2 K22 1 K2i] {u} . (A37)
Eq. (A37) may be written in the form
{H) = [K*] {u} , (A38)
where [K*] is the reduced stiffness matrix given by the expression
[K*] = [K1 1] - [Ki2 ] [K22] 1 CKei ] . (A39)
Equilibrium Equations
Using Eq. (A38), a single expression for the equations of
motion is written as
{H} + [m] Cii) = {0},
or [K* - a ? mj {u} = {0}. (AhO)
Premultiplication by [m] 1 gives
[m-1 K* - a? I] {u} = {0}, (A4l) 
in which [I] = unit matrix.
b l .
Let
[D] = [m]"1 [K*] . 
Then Eq. (A4l) becomes




For non-zero values of {u} in Eq- (A43), then
Det D - a £ I = 0. (Akk)
Since [D] is independent of u}, Eq. (A43) represents the 
formulation of an eigenvalue problem, for which a direct solution
- corresponding to the solution of Eq. (AMO-is available.
A2.2 SHEAR BUILDINGS
When floor girders are assumed to be infinitely rigid, all 
joint rotation is prevented, so that
{6 } = (0).
Substitution in Eq. (A34) gives 
{H} = [Kii] {u} , (All-5)
whereby the reduced stiffness matrix is obtained as 
[K*] = [Kii]. (AU6)
Otherwise, the analysis is the same as for A2.1.
k2.
APPENDIX B. COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
LISTINGS
^3.
C PROGRAMME 1 -  EXACT METHOD OF A N A L Y S I S
D IMEN S ION  M K ( 1 5 ) , E ( 1 5 ) , X I  ( 1 5 ) , X L ( 1 5 ) , U ( 1 5 ) , T ( 6 C ,  15)  
D IMENS ION  X M (5 ) ,Z  ( 4 , 4 ) , X K ( 6 0 , 4 ) , XKT (6C ,  15 ) ,  S T F (  15, 15)  
C INPUT DATA
5 READ NM,NHL,NJM 
NM4=4*NM 
NDF=NHL+NJM 
DO 1C 1 = 1 . NM
R E A D , M K ( I ) , E ( I ) , X I  ( I ) , X L ( I ) , U ( I )
1C PRINT 11,1 ,E (I ), X I ( I  ), XL ( I ) , U ( I  )
11 F O R M A T ( I 3 , 3 F 1 C . 1 , E 1 4 . 5 )
PR INT  12
12 FORMAT (/)
DO 2C J = 1 , NDF 
DO 2C 1 = 1 , NM4 
2C T ( I , J ) = C .
25 R E A D , I , J , T I J
I F (I - 9 9 ) 3 C , 4 C , 4 C  
3C T ( I , J ) =T I J 
GO TO 25 
kC DO 5C I =1 NHL 
R E A D , X M ( I )
5C PR INT 51,  I , X M ( I )
51 FORMAT ( I 3 , F 1C .5 )
C MEMBER S T I F F N E S S  MATRIX
53 ACCEPT,W 
L=C
DO 60 I = 1 , NM 
I F (MK ( I ) - L > 5 5 , 5 8 , 5 5
55 L= M K ( I )
A = ( U (I ) *W*W/(E (I ) * X I  (l ) ) ) * * . 2 5  
X =A *X  L ( I )
S I NX=S I NF (X )
COSX=COSF (X )
EPX=EXPF  ( X )
EMX=EXPF ( - X  )
S I N H X = ( E P X - E M X ) / 2 .
COSHX= (EPX+EMX ) / 2 .
F=E (I ) * X I  ( I  ) / ( 1  . -COSX*COSHX  )
ALPHA = (COSHX*S  I NX -C OS X * S  I NHX ) *A
BETA=S I NX * S  I NHX *A *A
GAMMA= (S I NX *COSHX+COSX *S  I NHX ) * A * A * A
XALPHA = (S I NHX-S  I NX ) *A
XBETA=  (COSHX-COSX ) * A * A
XGAMMA = (S I NHX+S I NX ) * A * A * A
Z (1, 1 )=ALPHA
Z (1, 2 ) = -XALPHA
Z ( 1 , 3 ) = -BETA
Z ( 1 ,4 ) = XB E TA  
Z (2, 2 )=ALPHA 
Z ( 2 , 3 )=XBETA 
Z ( 2 , 4 ) = - B E T A  
Z ( 3 , 3  ) =GAMMA 
Z (3 , 4  )=-XGAMMA 
Z ( 4 , 4 )=GAMMA 
DO 56  M =2 ,4  
Ml=M-1
DO 56  N = 1 , Ml
56 Z (M,N)=Z  (N,M)
58 11=1 -1
DO 6C K = 1 , 4  
DO 60 J = 1 , 4  
J 1=4*1 1+J 
60 X K ( J 1 , K ) = F * Z  ( J , K )
FRAME S T I F F N E S S  MATRIX 
DO 70  J= 1 ,N DF  
DO 70 I = 1 ,NM4 
XKT (I , J )=C.
DO 70 K = 1 ,4  
L=  ( I -1 )/4 
N = 4 * L + K
I F ( T ( N ,  J ) ) 6 8 , 7 0 , 6 8  
68 XKT (I , J )=XKT ( I , J ) + X K ( I  , K ) * T ( N , J )
70 CONTINUE
DO 80  J = 1 , NDF 
DO 80  1=1, J 
S T F ( I , J ) = 0 .
DO 80  K = 1 , NM4 
1 F ( T ( K , I  ) ) 7 1 , 8 0 , 7 1
71 IF  (XKT (K , J  ) ) 7 2 , o C , 7 2
72 STF (I , J ) =STF  ( I , J ) + T ( K ,  I ) * X K T ( K , J )  
80 CONTINUE
DO 90 I = 2 , NDF 
I 1= l -1
DO 90 J = 1 , I 1
90 STF (I , J )=STF  (J , I )
DETERMINANT EVALUATION 
DO 100 1 = 1 , NHL 
100 S T F ( I  , I ) =STF (I , I ) -W*W*XM( l  )
N=NDF 
VALUE=1.
131 BI G=ABSF (STF ( l , 1 ) )
M=1
DO 140 K = 2 , N
I F ( B I G - A B S F ( S T F ( 1 , K ) ) ) 1 3 5 , 14 0 , 1 40
135 M=K
45.
BI G=ABSF (STF (1, M ) )
140 CONTINUE
B l G = S T F (1, M )
I F ( M - 1 )1 5 5 ,1 5 5 , 1 ^ 5
145 VALUE=-VALUE  
DO 15C 1=1 ,N 
S A V E = S T F ( I , 1)
STF ( I , 1 ) = S T F ( I  ,M)
1 5C STF ( I , M)=SAVE  
155 DO 165 I =2, N
I F (STF ( I , 1 ) ) 1 6 C ,  165, 160 
160 RAT I 0=STF ( I , 1) / STF  ( l , 1 )
DO 165 J = 1, N
STF (I  , J )=STF ( I , J ) - R A T ! 0 * S T F ( 1 ,  J )  
165 CONTINUE  
N1=N-1
DO 170 J = 1 , N 1 
DO 170 I = 1 , N1 
170 S T F ( I , J  ) = S T F ( I + 1  , J + 1 )
VALUE =VALUE*B I  G 
N=N-1
I F ( N —1>200 ,200,131
200 V A L U E = V A L U E *S T F (1 , 1 )
PR I NT,VALUE  







PROGRAMME 2 -  LUMPED MASS APPROACH 
PHASE 1
SENSE SWITCH 1 ON- SHEAR BUILDING ASSUMPTION 
SENSE SWITCH 1 OFF- NO RESTRICTION ON JOINT ROTATION 
DIMENSION MK(15 ),E (15 ) ,X I  ( 1 5 ) , X L ( 1 5 ) , T ( 6C ,  15) ,XM(5)  
DIMENSION Z ( 4 , 4 ) , X K ( 6 0 , 4 ) , X K T ( 6 C , 1 5 ) , S T F ( 1 5 , 1 5 ) , B ( l C )  





DO 1C 1=1.NM 
10 READ, MK( I ), E ( I ) , X I ( I ) , XL (1 )
DO 20 J = 1 , NDF 
DO 20 1=1,NM4 
20 T ( I , J ) =C .
25 R E A D , I , J ,T IJ
IF (I - 9 9 )3 0 , 4 0 , 40  
30 T (I , J )=TI J 
GO TO 25 
40 DO 50 I = 1 .NHL 
50 READ,XM( I )
C MEMBER STIFFNESS MATRIX 
L=C
Do"6C I = 1 ,NM 
I F (M K ( I ) - L ) 5 5 ,58,55 
55 L=MK( I )
F=E (I ) *X I  (I ) /XL ( I ) * *3  
Z (1, 1 ) = 4 . * X L ( I  ) *X L ( I )
Z (2, 1 ) =-2.  *XL ( I ) *XL ( I )
Z ( 3 , 1 ) — 6 . * X L ( I  )
Z (4, 1 ) = 6 . * X L ( I  )
Z (1, 2 ) =Z (2,1 )
Z (2 ,2 )  =Z (1 ,1 )
Z (3 , 2) =Z (4,1)
Z (4, 2) =Z (3,1)
Z (1,3 )=Z (3 ,1 )
Z (2, 3 )=Z (4, 1 )
Z (3 ,3 ) = 12.
Z ( 4 , 3 ) = - 1 2 .
1 ( 1 ,4)  =Z (4, 1 )
Z (2 ,4 )  =Z (3,1)
Z (3 ,4 )=-1 2.
Z ( 4 , 4 )=12.
5P 11=1-1
DO 60 K=1,4 
DO 60 J = 1 ,4 
J 1=4*1 1+J
47.
6C XK(J 1, K)=F*Z (J,K)
C FRAME STIFFNESS MATRIX 




67 DO 70 J=1,M 
DO 70 1=1,NM4 
X K T (I,J)=0.
DO 70 K=1,4
L = ( l - l ) A  
N=4*L+K
I F (T (N, J ) )68, 70, 68
68 XKT (I , J ) =XKT (I , J ) + X K (I ,K)*T(N,J)
70 CONTINUE
DO 80 J = 1,M 
DO 80 I=1, J 
STF (I,J)=C.
DO 80 K = 1 . NM4 
IF(T(K,I))71,80.71
71 I F (XKT (K,J ))72,8C,72




DO 90 J = 1, I 1
90 STF (I,J )=STF(J, I )
C REDUCED STIFFNESS MATRIX 
I F (SENSE SWITCH 1 )l*+1,91
91 NN=NJM-1
STF(NHL + 1,N H L +1)=1./STF(NHL+1,N H L + 1 ) 
DO 126 M=1,NN 
K1=NHL+M+1 
DO 100 1=1,M 
B (I)=C.
I 1=NHL + I 
DO 100 J = 1 ,M 
J 1 =NHL+J




110 G=G+STF (K1 , I 1 )*B(I )
G=-G+STF(K1,K1 )
ST F ( K 1,K1)=1./G 
DO 120 1=1,M 
I 1 =NHL + I
120 STF(I 1,K1)=-B(I)*STF(K1fK 1 )
48.
DO 122 J =1, M 
C(J)=0.
J 1=NHL+J 
DO 122 1=1,M 
I 1=NHL+I
122 C (J )=C (J )+STF (K 1 , I 1)*STF(I 1, J1 )
DO 124 J = 1,M 
J 1=NHL+J 
1 24 STF (K1 , J 1 )=-C (J)*STF(K1,K1)
DO 126 1=1, M 
DO 126 J = 1 , M 
!1=NHL+I 
J1=NHL+J
126 STF (I 1 , J 1 ) =S T F (I 1 , J 1 )-B(l )*STF(K1,J1 )
DO 128 J = 1,NHL 
DO 128 1=1,NJM 
STFX1 (I , J )=C.
! 1 =NHL + I 
DO 128 K = 1 ,NJM 
K1=NHL+K
128 STFX1 (I , J)=STFX1 (I , J )+STF (I 1 , K1 )*STF(K1,J) 
DO 13C J = 1 , NHL 
DO 130 1=1,J 
STFX2 (I , J )=0.
DO 130 K=1, NJM 
K1=NHL+K
130 STFX2 (I,J)=STFX2(I,J)+STF(l,K1)*STFX1 (K, J) 
DO 135 J = 1,NHL 
DO 135 1=1,J
135 STFX (!,J )=STF(I,J)-STFX2(I ,J)
DO 136 I=2,NHL
! 1=1 -1
DO 136 J = 1 , I 1
136 STFX (I , J )=STFX (J, I )
GO TO 143
141 DO 142 J = 1 ,NHL 
DO 142 1=1,NHL
142 STFX (I,J )=STF(I,J)
C D MATRIX
143 DO 150 J = 1,NHL 
DO 150 1=1,NHL
150 D (I , J )=STFX (I , J )/XM (I )
C OUTPUT
PUNCH,NM,NHL 
DO 160 I=1,NM 
160 PUNCH,MK(I ),E(I ), X 1 (l ), XL (I )
DO 170 1=1,NHL 
170 P U N C H , X M (I )
9̂.
DO 180 J = 1,NHL 
DO 180 I=1,NHL 
180 PUNCH,D (I,J )
GO TO 5 
END
50.
C PROGRAMME 2- LUMPED MASS APPROACH 
C PHASE 2/ VERSION 1- EOUAL FLOOR MASSES ONLY 





190 R E A D ,M K (I),E (I),XI(l),X L (I)
DO 195 I=1,NHL
195 R E A D , X M ( I )
DO 200 J = 1 ,NHL 
DO 200 1=1.NHL




DO 205 I=1,J 
IF(D(I,J ))2C2,205,202
202 I F (ABSF (D (I , J))-SMALL)2C3,2C5,2C5
203 SMALL=ABSF (D (I , J ))
205 CONTINUE
DELTA=SMALL/1.E1C 
C EIGENVALUES ETC 
INDIC=0
DO 210 1=1,NHL 
DO 210 J = 1 ,NHL 
210 S (I , J)=C.
DO 220 1=1,NHL 
220 S (I, I )=1 .
SUM=C.
NN=NHL-1 
DO 230 1=1,NN 
K=l +1
DO 230 J=K,NHL 




250 J = 1




V=Y/ (SORTF (Y*Y+Z I *Z I ))
I F (Z I )28C, 290,290 
280 V=-V
290 SN=V/ (SORTF (2. *( 1 ,+SORTF (1 . -V*V )))) 
CS=SQRTF(1.-SN*SN)
51.




s (k K ) =cs
310 H0LD1 =D (J , J )*CS*CS+D (K, K)*SN*SN-2. *D (J, K)*SN*CS 
H0LD2=D (J , J )*SN*SN+D (K, K)*CS*CS+2. *D (J, K)*SN*CS 
DO 320 I=1 NHL 
R (I )=D (I , J )*CS-D (I , K)*SN 
D (I, K )=D (I J ) * S N + D (I,K )*CS 
320 D (I ,J)=R(l )
IF (BOX-. 5)340,340,330 
330 B O X = C .
GO TO 360 
340 DO 350 1=1.NHL
R (I )=S(I ,J)*CS-S(I ,K)*SN 
S (I , K ) =S (I J )*SN+S ( I , K )*CS 
350 S (I,J )= R (I )
360 D (J , J )=H0LD 1 
D(K,K)=H0LD2 
D(J,K)=C.
DO 370 1=1,NHL 
D (J , I )=D(I,J )
370 D (K, I )=D (I , K)
380 I F (J-K+1 )39C,4CC,4CC 
390 J=J+1
GO TO 260 
400 IF(K-NHL)410,420,440 
410 K=K+1




GO TO 240 
440 IF(DELTA-VF)45C,46C,46C 
450 VF=VF/1C.
GO TO 240 
460 DO 470 I=1,NHL 
470 W(I )=SQRTF(D (I , I ))
C OUTPUT
L=C
DO 500 I=1.NM 
IF(MK(I)-L)48C,500,480 
480 L = M K (I )
PRINT 4 9 0 , I,E (I), X I (l ),X L (I)




51C F O R M A T (/)
DO 52C 1=1,NHL 
52C PRINT 53C, I , X M ( l ) 
530 F O R M A T (I 3 , F 10.5) 
PRINT 540 
54C F O R M A T (/)
DO 55C 1=1,NHL 
55C PRI NT 56C, I ,W(l ) 
56C F O R M A T (I 3,F 1 C . 4 ) 
PRINT 57C 
57C F O R M A T (//)
GO TO 185 
END
53.
C PROGRAMME 2- LUMPED MASS APPROACH 
C PHASE 2/ VERSION 2- EQUAL OR UNEOUAL FLOOR MASSES 
*16056
DIMENSION MK(15),E (15).XI (15 ), XL (1 5 ), XM(5 )
DI MENS I ON D (5, 5 ), X (5, 5 ). A (5, 5 ), B (5 ), C (5 )
D I MENS I ON P (5 ), Q (5 ), R (5 ), WSQR (5 ), W (5 ), COEFF (5 )
C INPUT
185 READ 186,NM,NHL
186 FORMAT (I 14, I 15)
DO 130 1=1,NM
190 READ 191 ,MK (I ),E (l ), X I (I ), XL (I )
191 FORMAT(I14,3E15.7)
DO 195 1=1,NHL
195 READ 196,X M (I)
196 FORMAT(E14.7)
DO 200 J =1,NHL 
DO 200 I=1,NHL
200 READ 196,D (I,J )
IF (NHL-1 )2C2,2C1,202
201 W S Q R (1)= D (1,1)
GO TO 435
C COEFFICIENTS OF CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL
202 N=NHL
DO 210 J = 1,N 
210 X ( 1,J ) = D ( 1,J )
DO 220 1=2,N 
DO 220 J = 1 ,N 
X (I , J )=0.
DO 220 K = 1 ,N 
220 X(l ,J)=X(i ,J)+X(I-1,K)*D(K,J)
N1=N-1
DO 230 J = 1,N 1 
DO 230 1=1,N 
K=N -J 
230 A (I , J ) =X (K , I )
A (1,N )=1.
DO 240 I=2,N 
240 A (I , N ) =0.
NN=N-1
A (1,1 )=1 . /A (1,1 )
DO 300 M = 1 ,NN
K=M+1
DO 250 1=1,M 
B (I )=C.
DO 250 J = 1, M 




260 G=G+A (K, I )*B(I )
G=-G+A (K,K)
A ( K , K ) = 1 » / G  
DO 270 1= 1 ,M 
270 A ( I , K ) = - B ( I ) * A ( K , K )
DO 280 J=1,M 
C(J)=C.
DO 280 I =1, M 
280 C (J )=C (J )+A (K, I )*A(l ,J)
DO 290 J = 1 , M 
290 A(K, J)=-C(J)*A(K,K)
DO 300  I = 1 , M 
DO 300 J = 1 , M 
300 A ( I , J ) = A ( I , J ) —B ( I ) * A ( K , J  )
DO 310 I= 1 ,N 
P (I)=C.
DO 310 K = 1 ,N 
310 P(l )=P(l )+A (I ,K)*X(N,K)
DO 320 1=1 ,N 
320 P (I )=-P(l )
C ROOTS OF POLYNOMIAL (EIGENVALUES)
J = 1
330 I F (N-2 )340,430,3^0 
340 R T =-P(N)/P(N-1)
M=1 
350 0K=1.
DO 360 I =1, N 
0(l )=0K*RT+P(I )
360 0 K = 0 (I)
RK=1 .
L=N-1
DO 370 1=1,L 
R (I )=RK*RT+0 (I )







400 RT =RT-DR 
M=M+1 
GO TO 350 
410 WSOR (J )=RT 
J=j+1 
N=N-1
DO 420 I=1,N 
420 P(l )=Q(l )
55-
GO TO 33C 
430 TERM=P(1)*P(t)-4.*P(2)
WSQR(J ) = (-P(1)-S0RTF(TERM))/2. 
W S Q R ( N H L ) = (-P(1)+SQRTF(TERM))/2. 
435 DO 440 I=1,NHL 
440 W (I)=SQRTF(WSQR (I))
PRINT 450 
450 F O R M A T (//)
C OUTPUT 
L=0
DO 500 1=1,NM 
IF(MK(I)-L)480,500,480 
480 L = M K ( I )




510 F O R M A T (/)
DO 520 I=1,NHL 
520 PRINT 530, I,X M (I )
530 F O R M A T (I 3,F 1C.5)
PRINT 540 
540 F O R M A T (/)
DO 550 I=1,NHL 
550 PRINT 5 6 0 , I,W(l)
560 FORMAT (I 3 , F1C.4)
PRINT 570 
570 F O R M A T (//)
GO TO 185 
END
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APPENDIX C. TYPICAL DISPLACEMENT TRANSFORMATION 
MATRIX FOR SINGLE-BAY FRAMES
See Fig. Cl.
I J T(I,J) I J T(I,J)
24 1 -1.0 9 8 1.0
28 1 -1.0 33 8 1.0
23 2 -1.0 42 8 -1.0
27 2 -1.0 13 9 1.0
32 2 -1.0 41 9 l.O
36 2 -1.0 50 9 -1.0
31 3 -1.0 17 10 1.0
35 3 -1.0 49 10 1.0
40 3 -1.0 58 10 -1.0
44 3 -1.0 2 11 -1.0
39 4 -1.0 22 11 -1.0
3̂ 4 -1.0 6 12 -1.0
48 4 -1.0 21 12 1.0
52 4 -1.0 30 12 -1.0
47 5 -1.0 10 13 -1.0
51 5 -1.0 29 13 1.0
56 5 -1.0 38 13 -1.0
60 5 -1.0 14 14 -1.0
1 6 1.0 37 14 1.0
26 6 -1.0 46 14 -1.0
5 7 1.0 18 15 -1.0
25 7 1.0 45 15 1.0
34 7 -1.0 54 15 -1.0
FIG. DI
57.
APPENDIX D. CORRECTION TO LAURSEN et al METHOD
In their development of the dynamic member stiffness matrix, 
Laursen, Shubinski and Clough have referred to the arbitrary member 
of Fig. Dl, with end actions and deformations as shown.
The boundary conditions for this member are stated to be
n. = 0(0)
-0 = 0 ’ (0)
-n  =  0(L) (Dl)J
-0 j  =  0'(L)
M = El 0"(O)
Q. = El 0"' (0)
M = -El 0"(L) (D2)
Q. = El 0"'(L)
J
It is seen that the expression for displacement n.. is 
incorrect, and should be simply
n =0(L). (D3)
This means that the signs for elements associated with n. inJ
the member stiffness matrix should have opposite sense.
Alternatively, if the x axis were repositioned to cut the
member of Fig. SI so that n. and n. were in opposite directions, ̂ J
then the published stiffness matrix could be used, but the signs
for elements associated with n. in the displacement transformation
d
matrix should have opposite sense.

